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supporters

I

t looks like spring is finally here and with it comes hope; an
end to Covid-19 lockdowns, an end to Avian Flu and welcome
back to helping hens, warmer weather and spring planting!
I’m really keen to share with you what we’ve been up to
since last year – not only did we manage to save the lives of
58,631 hens in 2020, but we also began work in earnest on
three priority areas to help hens. So I am thrilled to bits to be
able to outline not one, but all three of those campaigns here.
Firstly, our Size Matters campaign which is part of our Hen
Welfare Awareness work; you can find out all about why size
matters on page 15.
Secondly, we’ve lots to update you on our Improving Pet
Hen Health work because not only do we think size matters,
but we think hens matter too, a lot, and in our update on page
23 we’ll outline what we’ve achieved and what’s next.
Finally, we’ve been keen to open up our Hens as Therapy
programme for some time and now we have funding to get us
started. We know how good hens are for our health, and we
want those who are finding life a struggle to experience the
calming effects and general sense of well-being that keeping
hens can bring. You can read more on this on page 35.
Add to the above all our usual features including a brilliant
batch of Good Eggs, some seasonal goodies up for grabs
in our online shop, recipes courtesy of our lovely friends at
Higgidy and a gorgeous And Finally story about Delilah!
I hope you can sit outside in the spring sunshine with a cup
of tea, some chocolate and some chickens (my idea of heaven
obviously) and enjoy this edition of Chicken & Egg.

jane howorth mbe

founder & ceo

PS: If you’d like to stay up to date on BHWT news then subscribe
to Fresh Laid News, our monthly eNewsletter. It’s packed
with industry insights, heart-warming stories, hen health tips,
rehoming updates, volunteer news and product reviews.
Subscribe at bhwt.org.uk/subscribe
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- OUR STORY -

s Britain’s first national charity to be
focused solely on hen welfare, the
British Hen Welfare Trust has built
its mission and reputation on saving excommercial hens from slaughter by finding
them new homes as family pets.
Jane Howorth MBE, the charity’s founder and
CEO, has worked tirelessly since 2005 to
improve hen welfare by partnering with egg
industry leaders, government agencies and
veterinarian institutions alike.
The charity also works to educate and
influence consumers as to how the choices
they make at the supermarket impact laying
hen welfare. Recently we developed lesson
plans for schools to teach children about
animal welfare as well as food and farming
in the hope that this will ultimately create a
compassionate generation.
Free range eggs now represent 67% of retail
egg sales, double what it was in 2004.

To date we have found adoptive
pet homes for over 810,000
ex-commercial laying hens.
If you would like to learn more about the
British Hen Welfare Trust please
visit our website or scan this QR Code:
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eggy news
The Negg: A Boiled Egg Peeler

Just add a little water and SHAKE!
If there is an easier way to do things in the kitchen, count us in.
The Negg® is simply the best way to quickly and easily peel
boiled eggs.
Bring on the devilled eggs, egg garnishes, egg salad, and quick
hard-boiled eggs.
With The Negg®, we have figured a way to make this super food
accessible and easy. Place your hard-boiled egg in the Negg®.
Add a little water, then snap on the cap, shake a few times,
and pour out your egg. No need to pick at the shell - just
give it a “pinch” and watch your egg slide out with ease.
After The Negg® your egg is ready for salads, devilling,
or as a garnish.” The Negg® is BPA-Free.

neggmaker.com

Do you know how to tell if an egg is raw or hard-boiled?
Spin it! If the egg spins easily, it’s hard-boiled. If it wobbles, it’s raw.

Cadbury Mini Eggs

Take a look at the new Cadbury Mini Eggs
with ACTUAL mini egg pieces embedded
in the chocolate shell! That’s got to be a
new favourite after releasing the mini egg
chocolate bar back in November!

Eggling Crack and Grow

Egglings look suspiciously like extra large eggs, but
crack ‘em open and you’ll find everything you need to
grow your very own herbs and plants. Just crack the
top by tapping it with a spoon, place the Eggling on
its terracotta drip tray, add water to the pre-sown peat
mixture and place it in a bright spot. Packaged in a
lovely box it makes a great gift that’s a little bit different.
Available in basil, lavender, cactus and wild strawberry,
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rehoming round-up
Demand for pet hens
grew significantly, and
we are proud to have
achieved close to 2019’s
rehoming numbers.
Some weekends we
saw over 4,000 lucky
hens wing their way to
new families without
increasing our staff levels
or resources.

2020 REVIEW
Covid-19 created confusion and fear and many people turned to us
wanting hens to bring them companionship, stability and a healthy
supply of eggs when supermarket shelves were laid bare
In 2020 our hen rehoming operations
were significantly impacted during the
three lockdowns, grinding to a halt
in April and May, and curtailing our
rehoming efforts the rest of the year.
With volunteers shielding, host
sites were unavailable for gatherings
and adopters weren’t able to leave
their homes to collect their new pet
hens due to the tier restrictions. And
whilst we were desperate to continue
rehoming we decided the lives and
safety of our volunteers and adopters
was paramount.
Then the arrival of Avian Flu in
November 2020 caused even more
disruption and reinforced the need for
ever more caution to protect our birds.

Despite this we managed to find
family homes for 58,631 hens in 2020,
and achieved some other noteworthy
milestones too.
In September, our Devon rehoming
team held their 500th rehoming
day, and later that same month, the
800,000th hen also found her new
home at our Nantwich site.
We have now rehomed 810,464
hens since 2005, but we’re not resting
on our laurels! So many more need our
help.
If you’d like to adopt some hens after lockdown
now is the time to apply! We have plenty of hens
waiting for their family homes. Visit our website
for dates and locations.
bhwt.org.uk // 9
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rehoming round-up

W

A dream is realised

e can’t quite believe our Centre is almost finished! In fact we’ve already
held a rehoming there in September 2020, when the Devon volunteer
rehoming team celebrated its 500th rehoming.

Unfortunately, Covid-19 and the
subsequent lockdowns have set
finishing touches and our official
opening back.
However, once open the Centre
will not only see thousands of hens
off to become much-loved pets, it
will ensure they receive hen-friendly
veterinary treatment should they
need it as housed within it is our hen
hospital, which will allow us to perform
pioneering procedures. We have also
been working closely with veterinary
institutions to improve pet hen health
and we’ll be sharing our practices with
them once the Centre is open.
Additionally, the Centre has modern
meeting rooms with equipment and
technology allowing us to hold henkeeping courses both in person and

online, for beginner and experienced
hen-keepers alike.
We would like to thank you -- our
wonderful supporters -- for your
generous donations, a very special
man the late Alan Webster for a gift he
left us in his Will and also the following
Trusts and organisations for making
our Centre a reality: The William Dean
Countryside and Educational Trust, The
Walker 597 Animal Welfare Trust, The
Sylvia and Colin Shepherd Charitable
Trust, The Primrose Trust, The Persula
Foundation, The Ostacchini Family
Trust, The Michael Testler Charitable
Foundation, The Jane and Michael
Davies Charitable Trust, The Alan and
Karen Grieve Charitable Trust, Animal
Defence Trust, Pet Plan Charitable
Trust, Dengie Crops Ltd and Yeo Valley.
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inside the industry

W

hen we last reported on the impact of Covid-19 the talk was all about the
lack of loo rolls and dearth of eggs. Then in December 2020 our lockdown
was matched by our hens having to endure their own lockdown potentially lasting
through to the end of the migration season.

So what impact do poultry lockdowns have on the egg industry?
Whilst our hens are likely feeling
nettled under netting, and commercial
free range hens are frustrated in farms,
as soon as the Avian Flu lockdown
started the free range sector looked
at how it could maintain its market
share – after all why would a consumer
bother to buy free range eggs if the
hens aren’t actually able to range
freely?
Under law egg producers are
allowed to house their hens whilst
maintaining their free range status for
a maximum of 16 weeks (this protected
status ends on April 4, 2021) and in
order to assure the public that hens
are being housed for their own good,
posters, such as the one opposite,
have started appearing at free range
farms across the country.
Let’s face it, it must be particularly
galling for the industry that as Covid-19

hit and demand for eggs soared
(especially free range), their hens were
forced into lockdown with the rest of us.
Whilst there have been outbreaks
across 40 countries with multiple
incidents within the UK, there is a
downturn in the number of positive
testings and the migration season is
nearly at an end. Moreover, DEFRA and
the egg industry is extremely adept at
dealing with outbreaks, their careful
use of tools such as a housing order,
prevention zones etc are all designed
to protect the national commercial
and backyard flocks. And we have
done our bit by complying knowing
that eventually our birds will emerge
healthy from their lockdown and be
able to enjoy all the more returning to
their free range retirement.
Here’s to no more lockdowns for a
very long time.

For more information on Avian Flu please visit bhwt.org.uk/avian-influenza
or bhwt.org.uk/avian-influenza-cases-and-control-zones

W

e have learned in recent years about developments in science that have enabled ovosexing of eggs, so that any embryos indicating a cockerel can be destroyed before
hatching, thus removing the cruel destruction of millions of unwanted cockerel chicks.
Well now science has gone a step further: an Israeli company called Soos Technology has
developed a method using a combination of temperature, CO2, humidity and sound vibration
to ‘encourage’ embryos to develop as hens as rather than cockerels. The company has already
improved the natural 50/50 split to 60/40 females to males, and is hoping to achieve an 80/20
ratio, stating that the ability to reassign sex will change the world. For cockerel chicks this
development has to be good news.
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SIZE matters right?
BHWT founder, Jane Howorth MBE, thinks it does and here’s why
Who can honestly say they don’t choose the biggest slice
of cake or the biggest strawberry? Bigger equals better
right? And supermarkets have done their bit too to make
us feel we’re getting value for money if it’s super-sized.
But when it comes to the size of an egg, bigger is
definitely not better – not for us, not for the farmer
and most importantly not for the hen. So the BHWT has
decided to lend voice to the important issue of size, at
least when it comes to our feathery friends popping out an
egg. In short, big equals eye-watering, and can result in
prolapsing which is not good at all.
Did you know that a young pullet lay small eggs and as
she gets older, with a bit of tinkering to her feed, she will
lay increasingly larger eggs.
Supermarkets have led us to believe that big is beautiful
so there’s a pressure on the egg industry to encourage
birds to lay ever bigger eggs; they’re given more shelf
space and sell for more. Small eggs end up as low value
‘seconds’ going into processed foods, which means less
income for the farmer, despite being easier and healthier
for a hen to lay.
I was recently offered the chance to get this message
out to an influential audience who can help to improve hen
welfare; the Guild of Food Writers, which included 40 chefs
and food journalists all keen to learn more about chickens
and eggs.
The solution, of course, is simple and food writers have
already done a wonderful job in promoting the free range
message in recipes. So this was our chance to ask them
to start using small and medium free range eggs when
writing about food.
Some supermarkets are already selling mixed weight
eggs, Waitrose being the forerunner, and this is the best
solution for hens and farmers alike, allowing hens to lay
naturally and farmers to benefit regardless of size.
As with many welfare issues the ultimate influence
comes from us, as consumers, and I hope you’ll help
by encouraging family and friends to buy small whilst
explaining why size matters.
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Like the thousands of ex-farm birds that pass through the BHWT’s
hands, Princess Layer is a brown hybrid rescue chicken. Unlike them,
she was never a working farm animal.

Princess Layer looks like the wrath
of God and has a bit of an attitude

P

rincess Layer shared a rural
Kentish garden with another hybrid
hen and a greedy Campbell duck.
In a world before lockdown her owners
who worked in the hospitality industry
found the long and often-antisocial
hours meant that they weren’t always
around to feed and put the birds to
bed.
Fearing the attentions of local foxes
they asked a mutual friend if he knew
anyone who might take them on. Soon
afterwards our flock of ducks and
chickens had expanded by three.
Princess Layer is the first chicken to
have come to us ready named, thanks
to her previous owners’ teenaged
daughter, and the name rather suits her
because she acts like royalty and lays
a great many eggs. We called the other
hen Darth and began referring to the
nameless duck as Anonymous. This
voracious, vocal, in-your-face animal is
anything but anonymous. However, the
name has stuck.
Their arrival was not without drama.
We put the hens into our spare chicken
ark and the duck in a holding pen next
to the pond so Razor and Cloud, our
Indian Runners, could get to know her
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from a distance. Anonymous seemed
distressed, pacing up and down, so
I extracted Princess Layer who was
remarkably tame and put her in with
her duck chum. Order, up to a point,
returned.
It was getting dark when I went to
check on them only to find they’d both
escaped. Anonymous was swimming
round with the Indian runners as if
they’d known each other for years, and
everyone trooped off to bed without
rancour. There was no sign of Princess
Layer.
The moon was rising and we knew
searching the garden would be
hopeless but we did anyway. Feeling
guilty that our newest chicken would
spend her first night with us out in the
open and potentially in harm’s way.
We were about to head indoors when
we heard very determined clucking
coming from a bush. It was Princess
Layer making her presence felt. We
scooped her up and put her back with
Darth. They’ve been inseparable ever
since.
After a couple of week’s quarantine
they joined our main chicken flock
and were soon patrolling the garden

“After cleaning the duck house I’ve learned through bitter
experience to shut the door. If I don’t Princess Layer briskly
kicks all the new bedding into the pond.”

for edible treats. Whenever I appear some of our chickens back off but these two
– and Princess Layer in particular - give me the eye and get under my feet. If I’m
bringing food they want it first.
Princess Layer will keep me under observation when I’m gardening or cleaning
out the birdhouses. If I’m weeding she will join in, scratching about where I’ve
been working and chattering to me as she swipes the ground with determined
claws. If I’m digging a hole I have to be careful lest she jumps into it in search of
worms. After cleaning the duck house I’ve learned through bitter experience to
shut the door. If I don’t Princess Layer briskly kicks all the new bedding into the
pond.
I don’t know where this increasingly scruffy bird is in the pecking order, but
it’s certainly not the bottom, and she now considers the garden her domain. At
feeding time Anonymous will sometimes mount a raid on the chicken’s grub
causing an outraged Princess Layer to chase off her former co-habitee. They are
no longer pals.
I’ve started a monthly podcast called Beyond A Yolk (interviewing Jane for the
second one). We put a microphone in the garden and food near the microphone,
and get a lot of avian noises. They almost always involve Princess Layer and it’s
too easy to talk about her and nobody else. But then she’s a small bird with a big
personality. -- Martin Gurdon
Martin Gurdon is an author and journalist, writing for the Sunday Telegraph, Evening Standard and Octane
magazine. You can hear Princess Layer and Jane on Martin’s ‘Beyond A Yolk’ podcast. He keeps chickens
and ducks and wrote ‘Hen & The Art of Chicken Maintenance.’
bhwt.org.uk // 17
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DEGGS

How does your garden grow?
Two BHWT supporters turn their passion
for gardening into a blooming bounty for hens

L

iz Ruddock lives with her three
grown-up children and their
precious cohort of animals; two
chocolate Labs, five cats and five
wonderful hens: Lacey, Captain Beaky,
Veronica, Flopsy and Fluffy.
Liz adopted her hens from the BHWT
and has been besotted with them
ever since. She tells us “the amount of
pleasure they bring all of us was why
I decided I wanted to give something
back to the BHWT and donate my plant
sales funds.”
Liz has been growing her own
vegetables and flowers from seed for
the last two gardening seasons and
sells them in her front garden in an
honesty box. She grows pretty much
everything from onions to tomatoes
to courgettes and she isn’t stopping
there!
Liz has become a popular fundraiser
in the local community and has had
some unexpected help from her
customers. Not only do they keep
coming back and buying her produce,
but they also donate old pots and seed
trays so she can carry on the good
work.
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Liz found that gardening has helped
her to process her brother’s passing
five years ago. And as such, she likes
to be fully immersed in the garden
which gives her peace of mind.
What helps even more is when her
five hens all muck in, helping her in
their favourite spot: the compost heap!
Liz says “They love to peck for worms
and scratch the turn over, which is
very helpful! She continues, “there is
nothing quite like seeing a hen basking
in the sunshine, on its side with its leg
stuck out. They look so happy and
contented.”
It’s always heart-warming to hear
hen keeper’s stories, especially when
they are so positive and it was good
to hear Liz talk about her plans for the
future; to retire somewhere with more
land so that she can host her own
BHWT rehoming site and continue to
support the charity she loves!
When asked what advice she would
give to others thinking of fundraising
for the BHWT, she simply said: “just get
involved in anything you enjoy then it
doesn’t become a chore.”

Y

vonne Brunotte has supported the BHWT from her home in Germany since
2016. Yvonne loves all animals, and loved the fact that she could help raise
funds for the BHWT from afar.
To date she has raised funds for us through potato sales, friendship bracelets,
numerous events that she has planned, funded and organised and of course her
highly sought-after chutneys and jams, as well as other innovative ideas.
We have also received surprise parcels in the post with German postmarks -very naughty but so very kind! Not so long ago we opened a box marked as a gift
to the staff for their hard work. Inside were some amazing chicken and egg socks!
Yvonne asked us to sell any that were spare on our online shop.
And again, this past Christmas we were thrilled to receive a parcel containing
delicious little pots of jam and chutney heaven at Hen Central, whereupon they
were quickly snapped up by staff. These raised a fantastic £119 towards helping
more hens.

Don’t Have Room For A Hen? How About Sponsoring One Instead?
Sponsoring a BHWT hen is the ideal way to find out about hen-keeping whilst learning about a
hen and her adventures as she enjoys her new free range retirement. When you sponsor a hen
we’ll send you a pack with everything you need to know about your feathered friend: her likes,
dislikes and we’ll keep you up to date on how she’s doing. Visit our website for more details.
bhwt.org.uk // 19
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flying the

british egg flag

Fir Farm in the Cotswolds is an 800 acre mixed livestock farm raising
native and rare breed animals using sustainable, high welfare practices

A

lthough they don’t keep hens in a commercial way, Fir Farm adopts hens
from the BHWT and loves having them pottering about the farm, which is
why we thought they more than qualified for a spotlight moment.
Over the last 10 years Fir Farm has grown from a large dairy business to an
organic mixed livestock farm with a beef herd, sheep, pigs, goats and poultry.
They grow organic arable crops as feed for the poultry and pigs, ensuring that the
animals are fed solely on food produced on the farm which are not fed routine
medications, but instead given the opportunity to mirror natural behaviours of wild
grazing animals.
It’s a pretty good farming ethic, and a very good lifestyle for the animals that are
reared at Fir Farm, so they get a big thumbs up from us.
If you know of a similar egg producer or farm near you that you think we should feature then tell
us about them at media@bhwt.co.uk
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healthy hens
One of our key objectives this year is to improve the quality of veterinary
support for pet hens. We want to feel confident that the care they need is
there for them when they need it.

T

here’s no doubt it’s a challenge
for pet hen keepers to find vets
who understand the needs of
our hens. Vets are not trained on the
diagnostics and treatment options for
pet poultry as students, and spend
only a little time learning how to treat a
commercial flock of thousands.
This is why we are taking a multipronged approach to improving pet
hen health.
Firstly we are proud to be working
with the University of Nottingham
to produce a Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC). The course content
will cover all aspects of poultry, so a
bit of history about the commercial
and hobby sectors, some guidance
on husbandry and lots of veterinary
specific information on anatomy,
infectious and non-infectious diseases:
as well as legislation.
This free course will run for 5
weeks and give under-graduate vet
students, as well as qualified vets, the
opportunity to learn so much about
poultry. We hope to launch later this
year; sooner were it not for Covid-19.
Secondly, we are working with
pharmaceutical specialists and
organisations to explore and politely
challenge the current lack of treatment
options available to pet hens; this work
is complex and will undoubtedly take
time to achieve positive results, but
we feel it’s vital to push forwards for
improvements.

Thirdly, we are collaborating with
a US organisation to build an online
poultry facility which can be accessed
by vets in the UK, and beyond, to
help them diagnose and understand
what they can and cannot do. Some
UK vets are becoming increasingly
knowledgeable and our own charity
vet is leading the way. The online
facility will enable us to share her
insights with those keen to learn more.
Finally, we want to build closer links
with vet practices in the UK so we can
increase the number of registered
vets willing to help our hens; this work
should be completed later this year.
bhwt.org.uk // 23

product spotlight

BOREDOM

BUSTERS

Spring is right around the corner, so we thought we’d share some products we
love that are both seasonal and timely.
Just like us, hens get bored quickly if they don’t have stimulation. They love new
ideas, games and activities, so here are just a few to keep them hen-tertained.

Feldy High-Energy Hanging Pecker Block
£6.95/1.25kg

A blend of 12 specially selected, readily digestible
ingredients. No binders. High in energy and calcium,
great for boredom busting and any feather pecking
issues.

Just Feeds Just Fi-Block Perfect Peck Treat
£5.95/1kg

The Perfect Peck Treat is ideal forage replacement,
the nutritious grass and grain blocks are also low in
natural sugars.

Feathers & Beaky Vegetable Holder
£14.99

No more bored chickens here! Not with this
vegetable feeder from Feathers & Beaky. Simply fill
with your hens favourite fruits or vegetables and tada! Your chickens will love it!

Nature’s Grub Pecking Block
£3.49/280gm

This boredom buster will keep your hens entertained
for hours. Feed “as is” or hang using the hanger
included. Two available flavours: Fruit & Berry or
Garlic & Herb.

Chicken Swing by Omlet
£21.99

Not just a perch, this is an activity! Once your hens
get the swing of it, this is a must-have for every hen!
24 // 01884 860084
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SPRUCE UP
FOR SPRING

Worms can infect chickens year round, but the summer months are the highest
risk. So think about your worming, sanitation and parasite plans now.
Only one licensed wormer is available for hens, but there are lots of things you
can do to help keep your hens’ gut healthy and her coop spic and span.

The Chicken Vet Worm Egg Test Kit
£16.50

This test not only tests for worms but coccidiosis
parasites which live in the hens’ gut too!

Nettex Herbal Gut Conditioner
£19.95/250ml

Nettex Herbal Gut Conditioner is a natural
supplement to aid intestinal hygiene and support
healthy digestive function.

Nature’s Grub Diatomaceous Earth
Red Mite Powder
£3.99/200gm | £14.99/2kg

A multi-use product used to treat chickens against
external parasites (lice, fleas, mites), and even
internal parasites (worms), by dehydrating the
exoskeleton. A best seller!

Nettex Ground & Bedding Sanitising Powder
£6.95/500gm | £18.95/2kg

Highly absorbent powder for your coops. Use to
clear an area of worm eggs and bacteria when
worming to help maintain a healthy environment.

The Little Feed Company Cheer-Up Chicken
£6.95/1kg

An all-round pick-me-up. Feed this to your hens after
worming or as the seasons change to give them a
well-deserved boost.
bhwt.org.uk // 25
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volunteer view

“

As a child, I was always into animals; I was a teddy bear girl -- I didn’t do dolls.
At age 10 I became vegetarian because I realised eating meat meant eating
animals and I couldn’t bear the thought of eating my teddy bears!

It all started with my
BHWT volunteer, Louise Cobham, shares with us how she
escaped the City and found a piece of heaven helping hens

I

grew up in Southend-on-sea and
commuted to the City, working
in banking and finance; always
harbouring a desire to move to the
countryside.
A video about the egg industry
opened my eyes to the reality of
intensive farming and I didn’t want to
be a part of that. My desire to move
to the countryside grew, but my skills
from finance were not transferable so
I volunteered at a local vet practice to
develop hands-on animal experience.
Eventually I became a trainee
vet nurse equipping me with skills
to facilitate a move, despite a huge
salary drop. I got a job at a Vet Referral
Centre in Somerset, and we began our
life in the country, and a steep learning
curve!
Vet Referral Centres take on
procedures that first opinion vets
cannot undertake with the vets being
specialists in their field handling
soft tissue, oncology, neurology and
orthopaedic work.
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I work as a theatre and surgery
vet nurse and one of my functions is
controlling the anaesthesia.
Procedures range from fracture
repairs, thoracotomies to lump
removal; it’s enjoyable work and
it’s good knowing I’ve played a part
in improving the quality of life of
someone’s beloved pet, or even saved
a life.
Life in the country has also meant
we can have animals... and it started
with a little rescue dog.
I remember explaining to a charity
that rehomed Romanian dogs that I
was looking for a small female; the next
thing I heard was “ let out kennel 10!”
and there was a little black hairy dog;
I called her Allie and she came home
with me!
The next addition just had to be
chickens. Someone mentioned the
British Hen Welfare Trust and I’d always
wanted to save ex-caged hens. I got
my first flock in September 2015 from
BHWT Farrington Gurney; the very
next day there was a sharp drop in

teddy bear
temperature and I found ‘Billy,’ one of
my new hens, lying on her side. Billy
had the fewest feathers and was not at
all robust so I scooped her up and took
her to my neighbour where I could
see a cosy fire was burning. I put Billy
by the warm fire, fed her fluids and
miraculously she was on her feet within
the hour – what Billy didn’t know was
whilst she was warming herself, the
neighbour was making chicken pie!
Now I’d completely got the henkeeping bug and wanted to do more
to help these special hens, so when
I saw a sign advertising for BHWT
volunteers I applied and have now
been volunteering for five happy years!
On a rehoming/adoption day, the
first task is to unload the hens in crates
once they arrive. Each crate contains
12 hens and there’s generally 35
crates, so it’s heavy work, but the team
works efficiently and quietly to reduce
any stress for the hens.
Once unloaded we leave them to
settle with food and water and check
them over to make sure they’re all fit

and healthy enough to be adopted.
Then the dirty crates are cleaned and
disinfected which generally takes a
couple of hours, fun in the sun, not so
much fun in the winter!
Soon enough the adopters start
to arrive and are checked-in while
volunteers catch the hens and put
them into the adopter’s carriers.
You soon learn if a hen is too poorly
to be adopted, if her nails need
clipping or if the carrier is too small or
not sturdy enough to take the hens
home. All tasks are dealt with calmly
and swiftly to keep things moving and
after a few hours you’ve likely handled
400 hens and spoken to many lovely
people.
I’m now living my dream and can’t
explain how good it feels to know I’ve
made a difference by helping animals
live a better life.
If you are interested in learning more about
becoming a BHWT volunteer, then please visit
our website at bhwt.org.uk/volunteer
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volunteer view continued
A day in the life of a
BHWT Volunteer Driver
Dan Coote-Stubbins is a driver with our
Essex BHWT Volunteer team, he explains
why he finds the role so rewarding
I have always been interested in animals and
their welfare, so when I read an article about the
work of the British Hen Welfare Trust, I just knew
I had to get involved!
I applied for a volunteer driving role; driving to the farm, helping load the
hens into crates, driving to the rehoming site, taking the hens out of the crates,
and then helping with all aspects of the rehoming. We start around 6:30am on
a rehoming day, driving to the farm. We have really good relationships with the
farmers which helps the hen collection run smoothly. It’s a well-oiled machine
once we start loading and it doesn’t take long.
Once back at the rehoming site we unload straight away. It takes two people to
lift a crate as they are quite heavy and then we count chickens. Once empty, each
crate is washed and disinfected, ready for the next rehoming.
It can be hard work but it is so rewarding. Watching the hens come out of the
crates and seeing the excitement on adopter’s faces is really special. The best
thing about volunteering is seeing the hens come out of the cages and get a
second chance, but also that you get to work with such a great team of volunteers
and meet such lovely people who adopt the hens, it makes every rehoming day
really special.
If you are interested in becoming a BHWT volunteer and would like to learn more then please
visit our website at bhwt.org.uk/volunteer

find the golden egg
Find the golden egg hidden in this issue and you could win a
bottle of Nettex Total Mite Kill Ready To Use Solution! Both an
insecticide and disinfectant containing Permethrin, it effectively
kills mites, lice and other crawling insects in chicken housing.
To enter, email the page number of the hidden golden egg to
competitions@bhwt.co.uk before 30 June 2021.
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fundraising focus

It’s such a wonderfully simple idea...
hens helping hens to a better life whilst neighbours,
friends and family enjoy fresh local eggs

I

t all began when a few of our
adopters started sending donations
from sales of their hens’ eggs.
We loved the idea so much we
hatched a plan: a BHWT Egg Club to
support our hen-keeping fundraisers!
Fast-forward and our Egg Club
members now receive a welcome
pack to get started containing BHWTbranded labels and tips on everything
from increasing sales to hen keeping.
And recently we made donating funds
easier with a dedicated link on our Egg
Club web page.
Through the ups and downs of
recent months our trusty hens have
kept calm and carried on laying, and
our Egg Club members have continued
donating. This steady flow of donations
has been a lifeline for us.
With spring in the air and our hens
gearing up to lay, there’s never been
a better time to join Egg Club. As our

membership numbers grow, our Egg
Club is evolving too. We’re adding
more fun and useful resources such as
a regular newsletter about all things
Egg Club.
We’ve also set up a “membersonly” Egg Club Facebook group for
our members to connect, share tips
and get advice. If you’re already an
Egg Club member, search for the
British Hen Welfare Trust Egg Club on
Facebook and request access.
So if you have hens, join us. Share
surplus eggs with eager customers in
exchange for a small donation towards
the BHWT, which will have a direct
impact on saving the lives of hens
looking for a free range retirement.
To learn more about Egg Club visit bhwt.org.
uk/fundraise/egg-club/
Please be aware that anyone with more than 50
hens needs to be registered with DEFRA and
cannot legally sell eggs to the public.
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competition corner
Win a £100 VOUCHER from
British homewares brand Sophie Allport

S

ophie Allport was founded in 2007 by designer Sophie and her brother Jem, since then they
have launched over 50 different designs on an elegant collection of goods, from fine bone
china to beautiful kitchen linens. Celebrating British wildlife with her country-inspired designs,
Sophie has two chicken ranges, one of which is one of her longest-running design featuring
Speckled Maran hens on a sage grey background, the other, ‘Lay a little egg’ is covered in several
chicken breeds on a neutral oat stone-coloured background.

One winner will be drawn on 30 June 2021.
To enter fill in the Sophie Allport competition form at bhwt.org.uk/competitions
Terms & Conditions: The competition closes on 30.06.2021. The winner will be chosen at random from the entries submitted
by BHWT. The winner will be notified by email or post. No cash alternative available. By entering the competition you have
the legal capacity to do so and agree to these terms and conditions. The prize is Sophie Allport vouchers worth £100 as
listed above. There is no entry fee and no purchase required. If, due to circumstances beyond their control Sophie Allport
or the BHWT is unable to provide the stated prize, they reserve the right to award a substitute prize of equal or greater
value. The competition is open to UK residents aged 18 or over, except employees of Sophie Allport and the BHWT and their
immediate families, or anyone professionally associated with this promotion. The prize winner agrees to the use of their name
for promotional purposes.
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hens as therapy
“The hens have provided an
excellent opportunity to promote
wellbeing with our residents...”
Jonathan Cutter

&
how hens are helping humans get a fresh start
rehabilitation responsibility

The Rosemead Project’s story illustrates beautifully why we are about to
launch a two year Hens As Therapy programme which will explore and expand
on all the ways in which our clever and wonderful hens can help us

S

tarted 30 years ago the
Rosemead Project, based in
Southend-on-Sea, helps exoffenders and homeless people get
back on their feet by offering the
opportunity of a fresh start.
The project provides a short
term place to stay and social/group
responsibilities to help support
the transition to independence.
Rosemead’s staff help residents
address drug, alcohol, or mental
health issues and provides living
skills through the Home Achievement
Programme. It also offers help in
obtaining an ID, registering for medical
care and re-engaging with family or
friends if possible.

Assistance with job seeking and
voluntary efforts to improve resident’s
future livelihoods is also offered.
In 2014, Rosemead approached the
local police commissioner with plans
to build a garden. The proposal was
successful and staff and residents set
about building a large poly tunnel and
a pond, eventually planting a garden
and growing vegetables.
During the garden’s development a
neighbour offered Rosemead her hens.
The hens were gratefully accepted and
it quickly became clear how beneficial
they were to the residents.
Speaking with Jonathan Cutter, a
staff support worker at Rosemead,
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hens as therapy
he says, “The hens have become
an excellent opportunity to promote
wellbeing with the residents, many of
whom face challenges; the biggest of
which is keeping them occupied and
away from drugs, alcohol or committing
crimes to feed their habits.
He continues, “The hens are
incredibly engaging so they’re great
in getting residents out and into the
garden, mucking out and of course
cooking the eggs. Many of them
have never been up close to a hen
before, so this has opened up a new
experience in their lives.”
In 2019, Rosemead decided they
were ready to expand their flock so
they contacted the BHWT to find out
about adopting ex-caged hens.
Rosemead adopted four hens
who they named Agnes, Hennifer,
Sybil and Marge and responsibilities
were assigned to the residents, from
letting the hens out in the morning, to
bringing them in at night and making
sure the coop was clean. This ongoing
daily routine teaches responsibility.
Jonathan tells us that occasionally a
resident will spend their own money on
the hens, buying them mealworms and
treats, instead of it going toward less
wholesome activities.
Jonathan recounts “We have seen
residents digging up the garden
looking for worms and bugs for the
hens.”
Since the hens arrival residents
spend much more time outdoors,
which improves their daily life.
Jonathan continues, “Having the
hens around has had a massive
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impact! Every hen has such a unique
personality, they put a smile on
everyone’s face.”
Having hens has also increased
productivity in other areas as staff
have found increased activity in the
communal kitchen, due to cooking
eggs. Jonathan tells us “because the
eggs are so delicious we now use
them as currency. One egg equals 20
minutes helping around campus or in
the garden.”

Love Thy Neighbour

Another bonus is how the hens
have positively impacted the
relationship between Rosemead and
its surrounding neighbours.
Because of the sensitive nature of
the Project and its location within a
residential neighbourhood, there has
sometimes been friction between
Rosemead and their neighbours. With
issues such as anti-social behaviour
being sometimes unavoidable, it is
important that there is an empathetic
understanding with neighbours.
Adopting hens has improved
the sometimes fraught residential
relationships as Rosemead’s residents
have been able to give their hens’
eggs to locals as a gesture of goodwill.
With this positive neighbourhood
outreach if an issue arises then
a collaborative, solution-based
conversation can be had, rather than
heated ones that have sometimes
happened in the past.
And there are cases where the
relationship-building has been such a
positive one that neighbours have got
involved with Rosemead too.

One elderly neighbour gave
Rosemead her plants for the garden
in return for eggs, and eventually she
adopted two hens for herself; her flock
has now increased to four!

Hens and Humans in Lockdown

Lockdown has been hard for
some of the residents, affecting their
mental health and limiting the social
interaction they desperately need.
Luckily having the hens in the garden
is a big help.
Jonathan tells us, “the sound of
hens clucking is a connection to the
outdoors and nature. Plus the noise the
hens make is exceptionally comforting.
I’d like to think that in a small way
the chickens have given us a sense of
normality at Rosemead.

Unfortunately, since mid-December
the hens have been locked in the poly
tunnel due to the DEFRA Avian Flu
housing order. This means residents
are unable to visit with them, but
hopefully those restrictions will be
lifted soon, and we will all be back to
normal as they are a vital part of our
resident’s wellbeing.”
Overall, the introduction of keeping
hens has proven to be a huge
benefit at Rosemead. It has taught
the residents how to be responsible,
respectful and improved the
relationships with our neighbours.
“We believe caring for an animal,
such as a hen, is an invaluable
resource for improving wellbeing.
Interacting with these hens, has made
such a huge difference.”
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tasty treats
COURGETTE & LEMON POPPY SEED BARS
Higgidy always gets great satisfaction from
sneaking veg into sweet treats. It’s a sly way
of making them a little less naughty, which in
itself feels like quite a naughty thing to do. The
contrast of the sweet shortbread base and the
super-lemony courgette layer is what makes
these bars so special.
1.	Preheat the oven to 200°C/180°C fan/Gas Mark
6. Lightly grease the baking tin with butter.
2.	To make the shortbread base, add the butter
and sugar to a food processor and pulse
together until completely combined and
looking like a thick dough. Sift in the flour and
cornflour and add the lemon zest along with
the sea salt. Pulse again to combine and then
check that the mixture comes together when
you pinch it between your fingers.
3.	Tip the shortbread mixture into the greased tin
and use a spatula to press it down into an even
layer. Prick all over with a fork and bake for
20–22 minutes until golden.
4.	While the shortbread base is baking, make
the cake layer. Whisk the eggs and sugar
together in a stand mixer fitted with the whisk
attachment or in a large mixing bowl with an
electric whisk until light and fluffy. Add the
remaining ingredients and whisk again.
5.	Remove the shortbread from the oven and
leave to cool for at least 5 minutes before
pouring over the courgette layer.
6.	Reduce the oven temperature to 190°C/170°C
fan/Gas Mark 5 and bake for 40 minutes until
set in the centre and deep golden on top.
7.	Remove from the oven and leave to cool
completely in the tin before cutting into 12
rectangular-shaped bars.
8.	For the lemon drizzle, stir the icing sugar and
lemon juice together in a small bowl until well
combined. Use a teaspoon to drizzle this over
the bars, then top with the grated lemon zest.

EQUIPMENT: 1 × 20cm square baking tin
MAKES 12 bars
For the shortbread base
	200g unsalted butter, well chilled and cut into
1cm cubes, plus a little extra for greasing
100g caster sugar
200g plain flour
100g cornflour
Grated zest of 1 unwaxed lemon
½ teaspoon fine sea salt
For the courgette cake layer
4 free range eggs
200g caster sugar
1 large courgette (about 200g), finely grated
Grated zest and juice of 3 unwaxed lemons
100g ground almonds
100g plain flour
40g poppy seeds
For the lemon drizzle
125g icing sugar
2–3 tablespoons freshly squeezed lemon juice
Grated zest of 1 unwaxed lemon
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SCOTCH VEG EGGS
WITH TOMATO CHUTNEY
Perfect for picnics, these Scotch Veg Eggs are a
brilliant alternative to the classic meaty version
and pair perfectly with a tangy tomato chutney.
1.	Place the small eggs in a large saucepan and cover
with cold water. Bring to the boil and set a timer
for 3½ mins. Half-fill a mixing bowl with cold water.
When the eggs are cooked, remove from pan and
gently tap them to crack the shells. Lower them into
the bowl of cold water until cooled. Carefully shell
the eggs and set aside.
2.	Place the unpeeled potato in a saucepan of cold
water, bring to the boil and boil for 15–20 mins.
Drain and set aside to cool, then peel away the
potato skin, and mash with a fork.
3.	Heat 2 tablespoons of olive oil in a frying pan, add
onion and gently sauté, stirring regularly for about 5
mins until soft and translucent. Add garlic stirring for
1 min, then add thyme and fennel seeds and cook for
a further minute.
4.	Divide the onion mixture in half, scrape half into
another small saucepan - set aside. Add grated
swede and carrot to the onion mix in the original pan
and cook for 8 mins until softened. Set aside to cool.
5.	To make the chutney, add all the ingredients to the
onion mixture in the small saucepan, season well
with salt and pepper. Bring to a gentle simmer then
reduce heat and cook gently, uncovered for 25 mins
until the mixture is deep red and glossy. Taste and
adjust the seasoning.
6.	Tip the cooled vegetable mixture into the large
bowl containing the mashed potato. Add the
cheese, mixed seeds, 25g breadcrumbs, one of the
remaining eggs (lightly beaten), salt and pepper.
Turn the mixture with your hands to evenly combine.
Then divide the mixture into 6 equal portions.
7.	Sprinkle flour, salt, pepper and chilli flakes onto a
plate. Scatter the remaining breadcrumbs over a
separate plate and beat the remaining egg.
8.	Take one portion of the veggie mixture, flatten it
out between your palms and place a boiled egg in
the centre. Bring edges of veggie crust up around
the egg and shape into a ball. Roll the ball in the
seasoned flour, then dip into the beaten egg and
coat with breadcrumbs. Repeat with the remaining
veggie mixture and boiled eggs.
9.	Heat 4 tablespoons of olive oil in a large frying pan
over a medium heat and fry the Scotch eggs in 2
batches, for 8–10 mins, turning regularly, until deep
golden brown all over.

10.	Transfer the Scotch eggs to a plate lined with kitchen
paper and leave to cool. Serve either warm or cold
with the chutney on the side for dipping.
MAKES 6 Scotch eggs
	6 small free range eggs, plus 2 medium eggs for the
vegetable crust
1 potato (about 200g), unpeeled
6 tablespoons olive oil
1 red onion, finely chopped
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped
1 teaspoon dried thyme
2 teaspoons fennel seeds
	¼ small swede (about 150g), peeled and grated
1 carrot (about 150g), peeled and grated
75g mature Cheddar cheese, grated
	50g mixed seeds toasted (I like pumpkin, sunflower
and linseed)
85g fresh or dried white breadcrumbs
30g plain flour
	1 teaspoon pul biber (Turkish dried chilli flakes), or ¼
teaspoon dried chilli flakes
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
For the chutney
400g can chopped tomatoes
	3 tablespoons capers in brine, drained and rinsed
1 tablespoon honey or maple syrup
2 tablespoons red wine vinegar
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
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...and finally
One little hen’s transformation story

Delilah before
and after

In the summer of 2017 Delilah was adopted by BHWT volunteer poorly hen
carer, Mo, and went from being “oven-ready” to big and fluffy in no time!

D

elilah was almost completely bald but that didn’t bother BHWT volunteer
poorly hen carer, Mo, at all! Delilah’s feathers grew quickly and she was fully
feathered in about 6 weeks.
Initially, Delilah had to be kept separate from Mo’s other hens as she needed to
grow and gain strength before being allowed to mix with the others; a crankysounding cockerel and a few older hens, before they all were moved into a field
with the larger flock.
Delilah loves her grub and comes galloping directly to Mo when she’s feeding
treats and is more than happy when corn is dropped between Mo’s feet!
Delilah’s favourite treats are whole maize kernels and grapes. Mo tells us that
she has some vines in the garden that have had to be fenced off because Delilah
is staging raids on them! We’re thrilled to hear that Delilah is enjoying her free
range retirement creating chaos!
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YES! I’d like to help

SAVE HENS FROM SLAUGHTER
by making a monthly gift

If you would like to set up a regular direct debit, please complete this form, and return it to:
British Hen Welfare Trust, Hope Chapel, Rose Ash, South Molton, EX36 4RF
Alternatively you can visit our website at bhwt.org.uk/donate/
Title:

First Name:

Surname:

Home Address:
Postcode:
Tel:

Email:

Please indicate your preferred monthly donation date and amount:
Date:

15th of every month

1st of every month

Amount: £5

£10

£15

£20

Other [please specify] £

YOUR BANK/BUILDING SOCIETY DETAILS:

Service User Number: 8 4 0 8 1 8

Address:

Please pay the British Hen Welfare Trust from the account
detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards assured
by the Direct Debit guarantee. I understand that this instruction
may remain with the British Hen Welfare Trust and, if so, details
will be passed electronically to my bank or building society.

Bank/Building Society Name:

Account Holder:

Instructions to your bank or building society
to pay by direct debit:

Branch Sort Code:

Signature:

Account Number:

Date:

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit instructions for some types of account.

IF YOU’D PREFER TO GIVE A ONE-TIME GIFT PLEASE FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW OR SCAN THE QR CODE
I enclose a:
OR debit my:
Card Number:
Valid from:
Security code:
Signature:

Cheque
Visa

Postal Order
MasterCard
/

/
/

Expiry Date:
Name on card:

Charity Voucher
Charity Card
/
/

			

(Made payable to
British Hen Welfare Trust)

Visa Debit

Issue No:

(Maestro only)

Date:

TICK THE BOX AND YOUR DONATION COULD BE WORTH 25% MORE

If you are a UK Tax payer, for every £1 you give, the BHWT can receive 25 pence
from the Inland Revenue at no extra cost to you. All you need to do is tick the box.
YES! I want to Gift Aid my donation and any donations I make in the future or have made in the past 4 years to the British
Hen Welfare Trust. I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount
of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.

Please notify the BHWT if you: want to cancel this declaration; change your name or home address; or no longer pay sufficient tax on your
income and/or Capital Gains. N.B. If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want to receive the additional tax relief due to
you, you must include all your Gift Aid donations on your Self-Assessment tax return or ask HM Revenue and Customs
to adjust your tax//code.
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